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What Is New?What Is New?

In 2005 USPTO formed CRU made up ofIn 2005 USPTO formed CRU made up of
primary examiners who handleprimary examiners who handle
reexamination exclusively working inreexamination exclusively working in
teams of 3teams of 3
CRU examiners did not examine originalCRU examiners did not examine original
patents to remove perception of patentpatents to remove perception of patent
owner biasowner bias
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Reexamination Is Conducted In CRUReexamination Is Conducted In CRU
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Ex Parte and Inter Partes Reexam StatsEx Parte and Inter Partes Reexam Stats
Ex ParteEx Parte†† InterInter

Partes*Partes*

Percentage of requests for reexam grantedPercentage of requests for reexam granted 92%92% 95%95%

Percentage of reexams with all claims confirmed asPercentage of reexams with all claims confirmed as
validvalid 25%25% 5%5%

Percentage of reexams completed with all claimsPercentage of reexams completed with all claims
canceledcanceled 11%11% 60%60%

Percentage of reexams completed with claimsPercentage of reexams completed with claims
amendedamended 64%64% 35%**35%**

Average pendency from filing to certificate beingAverage pendency from filing to certificate being
issuedissued

25.125.1
mos.mos.

36.136.1
mos.mos.

Recent average delay between filing and first officeRecent average delay between filing and first office
actionaction 8.7 mos.8.7 mos. 3.7 mos.3.7 mos.

†† Ex parte reexams through 2009.Ex parte reexams through 2009.
*  Inter partes reexams through June 30, 2009 (77 completed).*  Inter partes reexams through June 30, 2009 (77 completed).
**  Only one inter partes reexam issued with claims; all original claims were cancelled and new claims were added.**  Only one inter partes reexam issued with claims; all original claims were cancelled and new claims were added.
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Why Is Reexamination Important?Why Is Reexamination Important?

It is an effective tool for the patent owner,It is an effective tool for the patent owner,
if the patent owner is the ex parteif the patent owner is the ex parte
reexamination requesterreexamination requester
 To clear original patent claims overTo clear original patent claims over

newly discovered patents andnewly discovered patents and
printed publicationsprinted publications

 Amend claims invalidated by aAmend claims invalidated by a
court to give new life to the patentcourt to give new life to the patent
–– DystarDystar
(www.oblon.com/media/index.php(www.oblon.com/media/index.php
?id=441 )?id=441 )

It is an effective tool for the patent owner,It is an effective tool for the patent owner,
if the patent owner is the ex parteif the patent owner is the ex parte
reexamination requesterreexamination requester
 To clear original patent claims overTo clear original patent claims over

newly discovered patents andnewly discovered patents and
printed publicationsprinted publications

 Amend claims invalidated by aAmend claims invalidated by a
court to give new life to the patentcourt to give new life to the patent
–– DystarDystar
(www.oblon.com/media/index.php(www.oblon.com/media/index.php
?id=441 )?id=441 )
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Why Is Reexamination Important?Why Is Reexamination Important?

It is an effective tool for a third party as anIt is an effective tool for a third party as an
alternative or in concert with litigation toalternative or in concert with litigation to
seek cancellation or amendment of originalseek cancellation or amendment of original
patent claims to improve its nonpatent claims to improve its non--
infringement position or to eliminate pastinfringement position or to eliminate past
damages through intervening rightsdamages through intervening rights

It is an effective tool for a third party as anIt is an effective tool for a third party as an
alternative or in concert with litigation toalternative or in concert with litigation to
seek cancellation or amendment of originalseek cancellation or amendment of original
patent claims to improve its nonpatent claims to improve its non--
infringement position or to eliminate pastinfringement position or to eliminate past
damages through intervening rightsdamages through intervening rights

www.oblon.com/media/index.php
www.oblon.com/media/index.php
www.oblon.com/media/index.php
www.oblon.com/media/index.php
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Ex Parte Reexamination
Common Strategies

Ex Parte Reexamination
Common Strategies

Initiating 3Initiating 3rdrd Party Considerations/TacticsParty Considerations/Tactics

OffensiveOffensive
 Case by caseCase by case determinationdetermination
 Forced Intervening rights, estoppel, narrowing of claimsForced Intervening rights, estoppel, narrowing of claims
 No contingency fee reexaminationsNo contingency fee reexaminations
 Stays are the game!! (E.D Texas stipulated stays = InterStays are the game!! (E.D Texas stipulated stays = Inter

Partes)Partes)
--Timing is keyTiming is key

 Second Bite at the apple (Translogic)Second Bite at the apple (Translogic)
 Multiple requests for reexamination when progressMultiple requests for reexamination when progress

made (attack related) by patent ownermade (attack related) by patent owner
 ExpertiseExpertise is crucial,is crucial, understand the limits on 3understand the limits on 3rdrd partyparty

participationparticipation
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STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS
FOR DEFENDANTS

STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS
FOR DEFENDANTS

 Delay litigation (e.g. to buy time forDelay litigation (e.g. to buy time for
design around, tire plaintiff, defer costs,design around, tire plaintiff, defer costs,
search for additional art, wait until patentsearch for additional art, wait until patent
expires)expires)

 Alleviate infringement/invalidity claimAlleviate infringement/invalidity claim
construction conflictconstruction conflict

 Cast shadow over patent for juryCast shadow over patent for jury

 Delay litigation (e.g. to buy time forDelay litigation (e.g. to buy time for
design around, tire plaintiff, defer costs,design around, tire plaintiff, defer costs,
search for additional art, wait until patentsearch for additional art, wait until patent
expires)expires)

 Alleviate infringement/invalidity claimAlleviate infringement/invalidity claim
construction conflictconstruction conflict

 Cast shadow over patent for juryCast shadow over patent for jury
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Ex Parte Reexamination BasicsEx Parte Reexamination Basics

EX PARTE 35 USCEX PARTE 35 USC §§ 301301 --307307
Third party requester can initiate,Third party requester can initiate,
but not participate beyond initialbut not participate beyond initial
request (copied onrequest (copied on
communications).communications).
NO BroadeningNO Broadening of claims.of claims.
Only patent owner may appeal.Only patent owner may appeal.
Third party anonymity.Third party anonymity.
Filing Fee $2,520 + search andFiling Fee $2,520 + search and
attorney fees.attorney fees.
Interviews.Interviews.
Limited to patents and printedLimited to patents and printed
publicationspublications

EX PARTE 35 USCEX PARTE 35 USC §§ 301301 --307307
Third party requester can initiate,Third party requester can initiate,
but not participate beyond initialbut not participate beyond initial
request (copied onrequest (copied on
communications).communications).
NO BroadeningNO Broadening of claims.of claims.
Only patent owner may appeal.Only patent owner may appeal.
Third party anonymity.Third party anonymity.
Filing Fee $2,520 + search andFiling Fee $2,520 + search and
attorney fees.attorney fees.
Interviews.Interviews.
Limited to patents and printedLimited to patents and printed
publicationspublications

Patentee

PTO
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Ex Parte Reexamination
Ancillary Mechanics

Ex Parte Reexamination
Ancillary Mechanics

 Petitions will stall proceedingsPetitions will stall proceedings
 Required to Serve Third Party (despite PAIR)Required to Serve Third Party (despite PAIR)
 Merger with other proceedings will stall progressMerger with other proceedings will stall progress

--common 3common 3rdrd party tacticparty tactic
--may lead to new nonmay lead to new non--final actionfinal action

 Petitions will stall proceedingsPetitions will stall proceedings
 Required to Serve Third Party (despite PAIR)Required to Serve Third Party (despite PAIR)
 Merger with other proceedings will stall progressMerger with other proceedings will stall progress

--common 3common 3rdrd party tacticparty tactic
--may lead to new nonmay lead to new non--final actionfinal action
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Ex Parte Reexamination
Interplay with Litigation
Ex Parte Reexamination
Interplay with Litigation

Past LitigationPast Litigation
 PTO will not follow Markman!!!PTO will not follow Markman!!!
 Final Decision of patent validityFinal Decision of patent validity is not bindingis not binding
 Final Decision (all appeals exhausted) on patentFinal Decision (all appeals exhausted) on patent

InvalidityInvalidity IS BINDINGIS BINDING

CoCo--PendingPending
 Stay of litigation accelerates pace ofStay of litigation accelerates pace of

reexamination (often overlooked by Examiner)reexamination (often overlooked by Examiner)
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USPTO Patent Reexamination Was Proper Despite EarlierUSPTO Patent Reexamination Was Proper Despite Earlier
Consideration of Same Prior Art in District Court and EarlierConsideration of Same Prior Art in District Court and Earlier
Consideration in Different Context in USPTOConsideration in Different Context in USPTO ---- In re SwansonIn re Swanson

20072007--15341534

USPTO Patent Reexamination Was Proper Despite EarlierUSPTO Patent Reexamination Was Proper Despite Earlier
Consideration of Same Prior Art in District Court and EarlierConsideration of Same Prior Art in District Court and Earlier
Consideration in Different Context in USPTOConsideration in Different Context in USPTO ---- In re SwansonIn re Swanson

20072007--15341534

The Federal Circuit held a substantial newThe Federal Circuit held a substantial new
question of patentability was presented becausequestion of patentability was presented because
(1) considering a question in district court is not(1) considering a question in district court is not
the equivalent of having the USPTO consider it,the equivalent of having the USPTO consider it,
as the standard of proofas the standard of proof –– a preponderance ofa preponderance of
evidenceevidence –– is lower in the USPTO and (2) theis lower in the USPTO and (2) the
Deutch reference originally was considered byDeutch reference originally was considered by
the USPTO only in a different context, as athe USPTO only in a different context, as a
secondary reference.secondary reference.

The Federal Circuit held a substantial newThe Federal Circuit held a substantial new
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as the standard of proofas the standard of proof –– a preponderance ofa preponderance of
evidenceevidence –– is lower in the USPTO and (2) theis lower in the USPTO and (2) the
Deutch reference originally was considered byDeutch reference originally was considered by
the USPTO only in a different context, as athe USPTO only in a different context, as a
secondary reference.secondary reference.
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USPTO Not Bound by Earlier District Court Claim Construction inUSPTO Not Bound by Earlier District Court Claim Construction in
Reexamination of Patents for Systems of Adjusting Accounts forReexamination of Patents for Systems of Adjusting Accounts for
InflationInflation ---- In re Trans Texas Holdings Corp. 2006In re Trans Texas Holdings Corp. 2006--1599,1599, --16001600

USPTO Not Bound by Earlier District Court Claim Construction inUSPTO Not Bound by Earlier District Court Claim Construction in
Reexamination of Patents for Systems of Adjusting Accounts forReexamination of Patents for Systems of Adjusting Accounts for
InflationInflation ---- In re Trans Texas Holdings Corp. 2006In re Trans Texas Holdings Corp. 2006--1599,1599, --16001600

The Federal Circuit rejected the argument thatThe Federal Circuit rejected the argument that
the USPTO was bound by a Markman claimthe USPTO was bound by a Markman claim
construction order in an earlier district court suitconstruction order in an earlier district court suit
to which the USPTO was not a party. Theto which the USPTO was not a party. The
USPTO could not be bound unless it had “a ‘fullUSPTO could not be bound unless it had “a ‘full
and fair opportunity’ to litigate that issue in theand fair opportunity’ to litigate that issue in the
earlier case.” (Citations omitted.) The Federalearlier case.” (Citations omitted.) The Federal
Circuit also upheld the USPTO’s broadestCircuit also upheld the USPTO’s broadest
reasonable interpretation of a disputed claimreasonable interpretation of a disputed claim
term and found substantial evidence to supportterm and found substantial evidence to support
the USPTO’s interpretation of prior artthe USPTO’s interpretation of prior art
references.references.
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earlier case.” (Citations omitted.) The Federalearlier case.” (Citations omitted.) The Federal
Circuit also upheld the USPTO’s broadestCircuit also upheld the USPTO’s broadest
reasonable interpretation of a disputed claimreasonable interpretation of a disputed claim
term and found substantial evidence to supportterm and found substantial evidence to support
the USPTO’s interpretation of prior artthe USPTO’s interpretation of prior art
references.references.
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In Translogic Technology Inc. v. HitachiIn Translogic Technology Inc. v. Hitachi
Ltd., Appeals Nos. 05Ltd., Appeals Nos. 05--1387, 061387, 06--13335041333504

F.2d 1249, 1251 (Fed. Cir. 2007)F.2d 1249, 1251 (Fed. Cir. 2007)

In Translogic Technology Inc. v. HitachiIn Translogic Technology Inc. v. Hitachi
Ltd., Appeals Nos. 05Ltd., Appeals Nos. 05--1387, 061387, 06--13335041333504

F.2d 1249, 1251 (Fed. Cir. 2007)F.2d 1249, 1251 (Fed. Cir. 2007)

The Federal Circuit achieved a similarThe Federal Circuit achieved a similar
result when it stayed a permanentresult when it stayed a permanent
injunction after the BPAI upheld a PTO reinjunction after the BPAI upheld a PTO re--
examination decision adverse to theexamination decision adverse to the
patentability of the claims upon which thepatentability of the claims upon which the
injunction was based.  (Seeinjunction was based.  (See In reIn re
Translogic Technology IncTranslogic Technology Inc., 504 F.2d., 504 F.2d
1249, 1251 (Fed. Cir. 2007))1249, 1251 (Fed. Cir. 2007))

The Federal Circuit achieved a similarThe Federal Circuit achieved a similar
result when it stayed a permanentresult when it stayed a permanent
injunction after the BPAI upheld a PTO reinjunction after the BPAI upheld a PTO re--
examination decision adverse to theexamination decision adverse to the
patentability of the claims upon which thepatentability of the claims upon which the
injunction was based.  (Seeinjunction was based.  (See In reIn re
Translogic Technology IncTranslogic Technology Inc., 504 F.2d., 504 F.2d
1249, 1251 (Fed. Cir. 2007))1249, 1251 (Fed. Cir. 2007))
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In Procter & Gamble Co. v. Kraft FoodsIn Procter & Gamble Co. v. Kraft Foods
Global Inc., 549 F.3d 842, 847 (Fed. Cir.Global Inc., 549 F.3d 842, 847 (Fed. Cir.

2008)2008)

In Procter & Gamble Co. v. Kraft FoodsIn Procter & Gamble Co. v. Kraft Foods
Global Inc., 549 F.3d 842, 847 (Fed. Cir.Global Inc., 549 F.3d 842, 847 (Fed. Cir.

2008)2008)

The Federal Circuit held it was an abuse ofThe Federal Circuit held it was an abuse of
discretion for the district court to staydiscretion for the district court to stay
parallel infringement litigation thatparallel infringement litigation that
included the patent owner’s preliminaryincluded the patent owner’s preliminary
injunction motion after the examiner in theinjunction motion after the examiner in the
rere--examination confirmed the patentabilityexamination confirmed the patentability
of the asserted claims.of the asserted claims.

The Federal Circuit held it was an abuse ofThe Federal Circuit held it was an abuse of
discretion for the district court to staydiscretion for the district court to stay
parallel infringement litigation thatparallel infringement litigation that
included the patent owner’s preliminaryincluded the patent owner’s preliminary
injunction motion after the examiner in theinjunction motion after the examiner in the
rere--examination confirmed the patentabilityexamination confirmed the patentability
of the asserted claims.of the asserted claims.
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Infringement Suit Defendant LTV Steel May Recover Attorney FeesInfringement Suit Defendant LTV Steel May Recover Attorney Fees
After USPTO Reexamination Determination That Patents AreAfter USPTO Reexamination Determination That Patents Are

InvalidInvalid ---- Inland Steel Co. v. LTV Steel Co. 03Inland Steel Co. v. LTV Steel Co. 03--14831483 ---- Inland SteelInland Steel
Co. v. LTV Steel Co.Co. v. LTV Steel Co.

Infringement Suit Defendant LTV Steel May Recover Attorney FeesInfringement Suit Defendant LTV Steel May Recover Attorney Fees
After USPTO Reexamination Determination That Patents AreAfter USPTO Reexamination Determination That Patents Are

InvalidInvalid ---- Inland Steel Co. v. LTV Steel Co. 03Inland Steel Co. v. LTV Steel Co. 03--14831483 ---- Inland SteelInland Steel
Co. v. LTV Steel Co.Co. v. LTV Steel Co.

On April 9 in an opinion by Judge Bryson, theOn April 9 in an opinion by Judge Bryson, the
Federal Circuit decided LTV was eligible toFederal Circuit decided LTV was eligible to
recover attorney fees in a patent infringementrecover attorney fees in a patent infringement
suit against it by Inland Steel. A jury hadsuit against it by Inland Steel. A jury had
determined Inland’s patents were infringed, afterdetermined Inland’s patents were infringed, after
which the lower court dismissed the suit withwhich the lower court dismissed the suit with
leave to reinstate pending the outcome of aleave to reinstate pending the outcome of a
USPTO reexamination initiated by LTV. TheUSPTO reexamination initiated by LTV. The
USPTO determined the patents were invalid andUSPTO determined the patents were invalid and
LTV moved to reopen the suit to obtain attorneyLTV moved to reopen the suit to obtain attorney
fees and costs. The Federal Circuit decided LTVfees and costs. The Federal Circuit decided LTV
was a “prevailing party” and remanded the case.was a “prevailing party” and remanded the case.

On April 9 in an opinion by Judge Bryson, theOn April 9 in an opinion by Judge Bryson, the
Federal Circuit decided LTV was eligible toFederal Circuit decided LTV was eligible to
recover attorney fees in a patent infringementrecover attorney fees in a patent infringement
suit against it by Inland Steel. A jury hadsuit against it by Inland Steel. A jury had
determined Inland’s patents were infringed, afterdetermined Inland’s patents were infringed, after
which the lower court dismissed the suit withwhich the lower court dismissed the suit with
leave to reinstate pending the outcome of aleave to reinstate pending the outcome of a
USPTO reexamination initiated by LTV. TheUSPTO reexamination initiated by LTV. The
USPTO determined the patents were invalid andUSPTO determined the patents were invalid and
LTV moved to reopen the suit to obtain attorneyLTV moved to reopen the suit to obtain attorney
fees and costs. The Federal Circuit decided LTVfees and costs. The Federal Circuit decided LTV
was a “prevailing party” and remanded the case.was a “prevailing party” and remanded the case.
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Procedural Differences: Ex parte/Inter partes
Who Can Initiate?

Procedural Differences: Ex parte/Inter partes
Who Can Initiate?

Ex parte: Patentee, Director or 3rd party (can beEx parte: Patentee, Director or 3rd party (can be
anonymous)anonymous)
Inter partes: 3rd party only identfying real party in interestInter partes: 3rd party only identfying real party in interest
Time to First Office Action ex parte: 8.7 monthsTime to First Office Action ex parte: 8.7 months-- inter partesinter partes
3.7 months3.7 months
What Patents?What Patents?
Ex parte: Those filed on or after 07/01/81Ex parte: Those filed on or after 07/01/81
Inter Partes: Those filed on or after 11/29/1999Inter Partes: Those filed on or after 11/29/1999
Interviews Permitted (ex parte)Interviews Permitted (ex parte)-- Not permitted (inter partes)Not permitted (inter partes)
Estoppel? No (ex parte) Yes (inter partes)Estoppel? No (ex parte) Yes (inter partes)
Appeal Patent owner only (ex parte)Appeal Patent owner only (ex parte)
Both parties (inter partes)Both parties (inter partes)

Ex parte: Patentee, Director or 3rd party (can beEx parte: Patentee, Director or 3rd party (can be
anonymous)anonymous)
Inter partes: 3rd party only identfying real party in interestInter partes: 3rd party only identfying real party in interest
Time to First Office Action ex parte: 8.7 monthsTime to First Office Action ex parte: 8.7 months-- inter partesinter partes
3.7 months3.7 months
What Patents?What Patents?
Ex parte: Those filed on or after 07/01/81Ex parte: Those filed on or after 07/01/81
Inter Partes: Those filed on or after 11/29/1999Inter Partes: Those filed on or after 11/29/1999
Interviews Permitted (ex parte)Interviews Permitted (ex parte)-- Not permitted (inter partes)Not permitted (inter partes)
Estoppel? No (ex parte) Yes (inter partes)Estoppel? No (ex parte) Yes (inter partes)
Appeal Patent owner only (ex parte)Appeal Patent owner only (ex parte)
Both parties (inter partes)Both parties (inter partes)

24

Differences in Estoppel EffectDifferences in Estoppel Effect

No statutoryNo statutory estoppelestoppel inin ex parteex parte reexaminationreexamination
Inter PartesInter Partes Civil ActionCivil Action EstoppelEstoppel
A third party requester in a priorA third party requester in a prior inter partesinter partes
reexamination isreexamination is estoppedestopped from later asserting in a civilfrom later asserting in a civil
action the invalidity of any claimaction the invalidity of any claim finally determinedfinally determined toto
be valid and patentable on any ground that the thirdbe valid and patentable on any ground that the third
party requesterparty requester raised or could have raisedraised or could have raised in thein the interinter
partespartes reexamination.reexamination.
EstoppelEstoppel attaches only after board decision (or maybeattaches only after board decision (or maybe
later)later)
 About 3 to 5 years after filingAbout 3 to 5 years after filing
 Doesn’t affect offers for sale, prior publicDoesn’t affect offers for sale, prior public

uses, prior invention, derivation, inequitableuses, prior invention, derivation, inequitable
conduct, 112 arguments,conduct, 112 arguments,

No statutoryNo statutory estoppelestoppel inin ex parteex parte reexaminationreexamination
Inter PartesInter Partes Civil ActionCivil Action EstoppelEstoppel
A third party requester in a priorA third party requester in a prior inter partesinter partes
reexamination isreexamination is estoppedestopped from later asserting in a civilfrom later asserting in a civil
action the invalidity of any claimaction the invalidity of any claim finally determinedfinally determined toto
be valid and patentable on any ground that the thirdbe valid and patentable on any ground that the third
party requesterparty requester raised or could have raisedraised or could have raised in thein the interinter
partespartes reexamination.reexamination.
EstoppelEstoppel attaches only after board decision (or maybeattaches only after board decision (or maybe
later)later)
 About 3 to 5 years after filingAbout 3 to 5 years after filing
 Doesn’t affect offers for sale, prior publicDoesn’t affect offers for sale, prior public

uses, prior invention, derivation, inequitableuses, prior invention, derivation, inequitable
conduct, 112 arguments,conduct, 112 arguments,
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Differences in Estoppel Effect
Inter Partes Reexamination Estoppel

Differences in Estoppel Effect
Inter Partes Reexamination Estoppel

No additional inter partes requests by same partyNo additional inter partes requests by same party
after the first inter partes reexamination isafter the first inter partes reexamination is
declareddeclared
 Exception: Arguments that “could notException: Arguments that “could not

have been raised” in the earlierhave been raised” in the earlier
reexaminationreexamination

After cert. denial in litigation, party to litigationAfter cert. denial in litigation, party to litigation
can’t initiate or maintain ancan’t initiate or maintain an inter partesinter partes
reexaminationreexamination
 This is the one circumstance in whichThis is the one circumstance in which

the PTO will conclude a reexaminationthe PTO will conclude a reexamination

No additional inter partes requests by same partyNo additional inter partes requests by same party
after the first inter partes reexamination isafter the first inter partes reexamination is
declareddeclared
 Exception: Arguments that “could notException: Arguments that “could not

have been raised” in the earlierhave been raised” in the earlier
reexaminationreexamination

After cert. denial in litigation, party to litigationAfter cert. denial in litigation, party to litigation
can’t initiate or maintain ancan’t initiate or maintain an inter partesinter partes
reexaminationreexamination
 This is the one circumstance in whichThis is the one circumstance in which

the PTO will conclude a reexaminationthe PTO will conclude a reexamination

26

Inter Partes Reexamination
Common Strategies

Inter Partes Reexamination
Common Strategies

Initiating Considerations/TacticsInitiating Considerations/Tactics

OffensiveOffensive

 Gain leverage, can agree toGain leverage, can agree to stopstop participating inparticipating in inter partesinter partes

 Could be basis for quick settlement at reduced $$Could be basis for quick settlement at reduced $$

 Weak NonWeak Non--infringement position in litigationinfringement position in litigation

 NPE doesn’t want expenseNPE doesn’t want expense
 Too technical for jury?Too technical for jury?

 EstoppelEstoppel not to be taken lightlynot to be taken lightly

 Combine bothCombine both ex parteex parte (anonymous) and(anonymous) and inter partesinter partes to avoidto avoid
somesome estoppelestoppel

Initiating Considerations/TacticsInitiating Considerations/Tactics

OffensiveOffensive

 Gain leverage, can agree toGain leverage, can agree to stopstop participating inparticipating in inter partesinter partes

 Could be basis for quick settlement at reduced $$Could be basis for quick settlement at reduced $$

 Weak NonWeak Non--infringement position in litigationinfringement position in litigation

 NPE doesn’t want expenseNPE doesn’t want expense
 Too technical for jury?Too technical for jury?

 EstoppelEstoppel not to be taken lightlynot to be taken lightly

 Combine bothCombine both ex parteex parte (anonymous) and(anonymous) and inter partesinter partes to avoidto avoid
somesome estoppelestoppel
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Inter Partes Reexamination
Common Strategies

Inter Partes Reexamination
Common Strategies

DefensiveDefensive
 Merger with broadening reissueMerger with broadening reissue
 Broadened claim scope not subject to attack by 3Broadened claim scope not subject to attack by 3rdrd partyparty

--new claims should depend from broader claimsnew claims should depend from broader claims
to insulate from 3to insulate from 3rdrd party comments and further artparty comments and further art
submissionssubmissions

 RCE, extensions for reissues butRCE, extensions for reissues but no Interviewsno Interviews forfor interinter
partespartes reexamsreexams

 Reexam continues, no comments outside of issuesReexam continues, no comments outside of issues
pertaining to initial requestpertaining to initial request

DefensiveDefensive
 Merger with broadening reissueMerger with broadening reissue
 Broadened claim scope not subject to attack by 3Broadened claim scope not subject to attack by 3rdrd partyparty

--new claims should depend from broader claimsnew claims should depend from broader claims
to insulate from 3to insulate from 3rdrd party comments and further artparty comments and further art
submissionssubmissions

 RCE, extensions for reissues butRCE, extensions for reissues but no Interviewsno Interviews forfor interinter
partespartes reexamsreexams

 Reexam continues, no comments outside of issuesReexam continues, no comments outside of issues
pertaining to initial requestpertaining to initial request

28

Mooting a ReexaminationMooting a Reexamination

Patent owner may want to consider DJ inPatent owner may want to consider DJ in
“rocket docket” to obtain final judgment“rocket docket” to obtain final judgment
and mootand moot inter partesinter partes reexaminationreexamination
If the Federal Circuit declines to stay theIf the Federal Circuit declines to stay the
appeal pending the reexamination boardappeal pending the reexamination board
decision or appeal, then thedecision or appeal, then the inter partesinter partes
reexamination is to a large extent mootreexamination is to a large extent moot
But eventual success in reexam may causeBut eventual success in reexam may cause
injunction to be lifted, termination ofinjunction to be lifted, termination of
royalty paymentsroyalty payments

Patent owner may want to consider DJ inPatent owner may want to consider DJ in
“rocket docket” to obtain final judgment“rocket docket” to obtain final judgment
and mootand moot inter partesinter partes reexaminationreexamination
If the Federal Circuit declines to stay theIf the Federal Circuit declines to stay the
appeal pending the reexamination boardappeal pending the reexamination board
decision or appeal, then thedecision or appeal, then the inter partesinter partes
reexamination is to a large extent mootreexamination is to a large extent moot
But eventual success in reexam may causeBut eventual success in reexam may cause
injunction to be lifted, termination ofinjunction to be lifted, termination of
royalty paymentsroyalty payments
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The Effect of Pending ContinuationsThe Effect of Pending Continuations

Permits the patent owner to “launder” the priorPermits the patent owner to “launder” the prior
art you raiseart you raise
But then again, the patent owner can launder itBut then again, the patent owner can launder it
even if you don’t file a reexamination requesteven if you don’t file a reexamination request
Criticality of a litigation stay or litigation costCriticality of a litigation stay or litigation cost
avoidanceavoidance
often drives the decision to file reexaminationsoften drives the decision to file reexaminations
despite pendency of continuation applicationsdespite pendency of continuation applications
 Effect of litigation stay on customersEffect of litigation stay on customers

or potential customers of challengeror potential customers of challenger

Permits the patent owner to “launder” the priorPermits the patent owner to “launder” the prior
art you raiseart you raise
But then again, the patent owner can launder itBut then again, the patent owner can launder it
even if you don’t file a reexamination requesteven if you don’t file a reexamination request
Criticality of a litigation stay or litigation costCriticality of a litigation stay or litigation cost
avoidanceavoidance
often drives the decision to file reexaminationsoften drives the decision to file reexaminations
despite pendency of continuation applicationsdespite pendency of continuation applications
 Effect of litigation stay on customersEffect of litigation stay on customers

or potential customers of challengeror potential customers of challenger

30

Interplay With LitigationInterplay With Litigation

From a Litigation “From a Litigation “AlternativeAlternative””
A Litigation “A Litigation “ToolTool””
From a Litigation “From a Litigation “AlternativeAlternative””
A Litigation “A Litigation “ToolTool””
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Inter Partes Reexamination
Interplay with Litigation

Inter Partes Reexamination
Interplay with Litigation

LitigationLitigation

 Inter PartesInter Partes very slowvery slow, appeals can delay proceedings for years, appeals can delay proceedings for years
 Almost noAlmost no Inter PartesInter Partes have been concluded with valid claimshave been concluded with valid claims

 Sony v. DudasSony v. Dudas (make sure you request reexamination of all claims)(make sure you request reexamination of all claims)
 1 request, “raised or could have raised” estoppel1 request, “raised or could have raised” estoppel

--previous reexam or litigationprevious reexam or litigation
--physical devices different?physical devices different?
Acco Brands, Inc.Acco Brands, Inc. (N.D. Cal 2008)(N.D. Cal 2008)

 Final Court decision on validity is binding on same party, reexam stoppedFinal Court decision on validity is binding on same party, reexam stopped
(race to conclusion)(race to conclusion)

LitigationLitigation

 Inter PartesInter Partes very slowvery slow, appeals can delay proceedings for years, appeals can delay proceedings for years
 Almost noAlmost no Inter PartesInter Partes have been concluded with valid claimshave been concluded with valid claims

 Sony v. DudasSony v. Dudas (make sure you request reexamination of all claims)(make sure you request reexamination of all claims)
 1 request, “raised or could have raised” estoppel1 request, “raised or could have raised” estoppel

--previous reexam or litigationprevious reexam or litigation
--physical devices different?physical devices different?
Acco Brands, Inc.Acco Brands, Inc. (N.D. Cal 2008)(N.D. Cal 2008)

 Final Court decision on validity is binding on same party, reexam stoppedFinal Court decision on validity is binding on same party, reexam stopped
(race to conclusion)(race to conclusion)

32

INTERPLAY WITH LITIGATION:
The Tool Bag. . .

INTERPLAY WITH LITIGATION:
The Tool Bag. . .

InfluenceInfluence
 Preliminary ReliefPreliminary Relief
 DecisionDecision

Secure a StaySecure a Stay
Elicit AdmissionsElicit Admissions
Secure Intervening RightsSecure Intervening Rights
Pressure Resolution of DisputePressure Resolution of Dispute
“Forum Shop”“Forum Shop”
Strengthen PatentStrengthen Patent
Bolster (or Refute) Inequitable Conduct ChargesBolster (or Refute) Inequitable Conduct Charges

InfluenceInfluence
 Preliminary ReliefPreliminary Relief
 DecisionDecision

Secure a StaySecure a Stay
Elicit AdmissionsElicit Admissions
Secure Intervening RightsSecure Intervening Rights
Pressure Resolution of DisputePressure Resolution of Dispute
“Forum Shop”“Forum Shop”
Strengthen PatentStrengthen Patent
Bolster (or Refute) Inequitable Conduct ChargesBolster (or Refute) Inequitable Conduct Charges
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INTERPLAY WITH LITIGATIONINTERPLAY WITH LITIGATION

ReexaminationReexamination
 Standard of Review: PreponderanceStandard of Review: Preponderance

of the Evidenceof the Evidence
Not presumed validNot presumed valid
No discoveryNo discovery

LitigationLitigation
Clear and Convincing standardClear and Convincing standard
 Presumed Valid? YesPresumed Valid? Yes
Discovery permittedDiscovery permitted

ReexaminationReexamination
 Standard of Review: PreponderanceStandard of Review: Preponderance

of the Evidenceof the Evidence
Not presumed validNot presumed valid
No discoveryNo discovery

LitigationLitigation
Clear and Convincing standardClear and Convincing standard
 Presumed Valid? YesPresumed Valid? Yes
Discovery permittedDiscovery permitted

34

INTERPLAY WITH LITIGATIONINTERPLAY WITH LITIGATION

Preliminary InjunctionsPreliminary Injunctions
 Pending Reexam May Not BePending Reexam May Not Be

Enough to Avoid a PIEnough to Avoid a PI
Office Action Rejecting Claims MayOffice Action Rejecting Claims May

Favor PI DenialFavor PI Denial
Reexam Affirming Validity MayReexam Affirming Validity May

Favor PI ReliefFavor PI Relief

Preliminary InjunctionsPreliminary Injunctions
 Pending Reexam May Not BePending Reexam May Not Be

Enough to Avoid a PIEnough to Avoid a PI
Office Action Rejecting Claims MayOffice Action Rejecting Claims May

Favor PI DenialFavor PI Denial
Reexam Affirming Validity MayReexam Affirming Validity May

Favor PI ReliefFavor PI Relief
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INTERPLAY WITH LITIGATIONINTERPLAY WITH LITIGATION

Stay of LitigationStay of Litigation
There are few courts left that generally refuse to stayThere are few courts left that generally refuse to stay
 DelawareDelaware
 Eastern District VirginiaEastern District Virginia –– but not patentee friendlybut not patentee friendly

ITCITC
Forums where the trend has changedForums where the trend has changed
 E.D. TexasE.D. Texas –– started to grant conditional stays in 2007started to grant conditional stays in 2007
 W.D. WisconsinW.D. Wisconsin –– No longer a rocket docketNo longer a rocket docket

But many expect the trend to reverseBut many expect the trend to reverse
 Many judges have commented that stays pendingMany judges have commented that stays pending
 reexamination are prejudicial or not effective inreexamination are prejudicial or not effective in

simplifying issuessimplifying issues

Stay of LitigationStay of Litigation
There are few courts left that generally refuse to stayThere are few courts left that generally refuse to stay
 DelawareDelaware
 Eastern District VirginiaEastern District Virginia –– but not patentee friendlybut not patentee friendly

ITCITC
Forums where the trend has changedForums where the trend has changed
 E.D. TexasE.D. Texas –– started to grant conditional stays in 2007started to grant conditional stays in 2007
 W.D. WisconsinW.D. Wisconsin –– No longer a rocket docketNo longer a rocket docket

But many expect the trend to reverseBut many expect the trend to reverse
 Many judges have commented that stays pendingMany judges have commented that stays pending
 reexamination are prejudicial or not effective inreexamination are prejudicial or not effective in

simplifying issuessimplifying issues

36

INTERPLAY WITH LITIGATIONINTERPLAY WITH LITIGATION

Stay of LitigationStay of Litigation
Outcomes. . . And Again, Timing is (Almost)Outcomes. . . And Again, Timing is (Almost)
EverythingEverything
 Stage of litigation matters; the earlierStage of litigation matters; the earlier

the betterthe better
 But even close to trial a stay can stillBut even close to trial a stay can still

be a possibilitybe a possibility
Stage of reexamination mattersStage of reexamination matters
Inter partesInter partes v.v. ex parteex parte matters in somematters in some
jurisdictionsjurisdictions

Stay of LitigationStay of Litigation
Outcomes. . . And Again, Timing is (Almost)Outcomes. . . And Again, Timing is (Almost)
EverythingEverything
 Stage of litigation matters; the earlierStage of litigation matters; the earlier

the betterthe better
 But even close to trial a stay can stillBut even close to trial a stay can still

be a possibilitybe a possibility
Stage of reexamination mattersStage of reexamination matters
Inter partesInter partes v.v. ex parteex parte matters in somematters in some
jurisdictionsjurisdictions
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INTERPLAY WITH LITIGATIONINTERPLAY WITH LITIGATION

Stay of ReexaminationStay of Reexamination
Ex parteEx parte reexaminationreexamination
Not permittedNot permitted

Inter partesInter partes reexaminationreexamination
 Permitted, but very rarePermitted, but very rare
One case in which Fed Cir appealOne case in which Fed Cir appeal

was underway when reexamwas underway when reexam
request was filedrequest was filed

Stay of ReexaminationStay of Reexamination
Ex parteEx parte reexaminationreexamination
Not permittedNot permitted

Inter partesInter partes reexaminationreexamination
 Permitted, but very rarePermitted, but very rare
One case in which Fed Cir appealOne case in which Fed Cir appeal

was underway when reexamwas underway when reexam
request was filedrequest was filed

38

INTERPLAY WITH LITIGATIONINTERPLAY WITH LITIGATION

Intervening RightsIntervening Rights
Mandatory Intervening RightsMandatory Intervening Rights
 Past damages eliminated ifPast damages eliminated if

amended claims are notamended claims are not
substantially identical to originalsubstantially identical to original
claimsclaims

Equitable Intervening RightsEquitable Intervening Rights
Court may deny or limit postCourt may deny or limit post--

certificate damagescertificate damages

Intervening RightsIntervening Rights
Mandatory Intervening RightsMandatory Intervening Rights
 Past damages eliminated ifPast damages eliminated if

amended claims are notamended claims are not
substantially identical to originalsubstantially identical to original
claimsclaims

Equitable Intervening RightsEquitable Intervening Rights
Court may deny or limit postCourt may deny or limit post--

certificate damagescertificate damages
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INTERPLAY WITH LITIGATIONINTERPLAY WITH LITIGATION

Dispute ResolutionDispute Resolution
 Encourage licensing company to walkEncourage licensing company to walk

away (prepare but don’t file)away (prepare but don’t file)
 Narrow claim constructionNarrow claim construction
 may shift cost/reward calculus formay shift cost/reward calculus for

patenteepatentee
 Tire out plaintiff with serial or multipleTire out plaintiff with serial or multiple

filingsfilings
 Might produce usefulMight produce useful estoppelsestoppels oror

admissionsadmissions
 ButBut once started, can’t stoponce started, can’t stop

Dispute ResolutionDispute Resolution
 Encourage licensing company to walkEncourage licensing company to walk

away (prepare but don’t file)away (prepare but don’t file)
 Narrow claim constructionNarrow claim construction
 may shift cost/reward calculus formay shift cost/reward calculus for

patenteepatentee
 Tire out plaintiff with serial or multipleTire out plaintiff with serial or multiple

filingsfilings
 Might produce usefulMight produce useful estoppelsestoppels oror

admissionsadmissions
 ButBut once started, can’t stoponce started, can’t stop

40

INTERPLAY WITH LITIGATIONINTERPLAY WITH LITIGATION

Is a Court or the PTO the Better Forum?Is a Court or the PTO the Better Forum?
Many arguments play better in the PTOMany arguments play better in the PTO
 References that are “squinting 102s”References that are “squinting 102s”
 Complex technologyComplex technology
 Complicated, technical argumentsComplicated, technical arguments

Do obviousness arguments still play better in the PTO afterDo obviousness arguments still play better in the PTO after
KSR?KSR?
 Before KSR, your odds were much better in the PTOBefore KSR, your odds were much better in the PTO
 Now it’s a much closer callNow it’s a much closer call
 Examiners have tendency to try to allow somethingExaminers have tendency to try to allow something
 Judges and juries tend to have an allJudges and juries tend to have an all--oror--nothingnothing

outcomeoutcome

Is a Court or the PTO the Better Forum?Is a Court or the PTO the Better Forum?
Many arguments play better in the PTOMany arguments play better in the PTO
 References that are “squinting 102s”References that are “squinting 102s”
 Complex technologyComplex technology
 Complicated, technical argumentsComplicated, technical arguments

Do obviousness arguments still play better in the PTO afterDo obviousness arguments still play better in the PTO after
KSR?KSR?
 Before KSR, your odds were much better in the PTOBefore KSR, your odds were much better in the PTO
 Now it’s a much closer callNow it’s a much closer call
 Examiners have tendency to try to allow somethingExaminers have tendency to try to allow something
 Judges and juries tend to have an allJudges and juries tend to have an all--oror--nothingnothing

outcomeoutcome
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STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONSSTRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS

When to File Reexam as a 3d Party?When to File Reexam as a 3d Party?
 Before LawsuitBefore Lawsuit

 Substantially improves chances of court granting staySubstantially improves chances of court granting stay
 Even if not stayed, may moot verdict of infringementEven if not stayed, may moot verdict of infringement

 If the Federal Circuit disposes of the reexam firstIf the Federal Circuit disposes of the reexam first
 Race to appealable judgmentRace to appealable judgment
 Translogic v. HitachiTranslogic v. Hitachi (Fed.Cir. 2007)(Fed.Cir. 2007)

 At the Beginning of a LawsuitAt the Beginning of a Lawsuit
 Increase chance of stayIncrease chance of stay
 Minimize the chance of a PI (forMinimize the chance of a PI (for inter partesinter partes))
 First OA is likely to occur before trialFirst OA is likely to occur before trial

When to File Reexam as a 3d Party?When to File Reexam as a 3d Party?
 Before LawsuitBefore Lawsuit

 Substantially improves chances of court granting staySubstantially improves chances of court granting stay
 Even if not stayed, may moot verdict of infringementEven if not stayed, may moot verdict of infringement

 If the Federal Circuit disposes of the reexam firstIf the Federal Circuit disposes of the reexam first
 Race to appealable judgmentRace to appealable judgment
 Translogic v. HitachiTranslogic v. Hitachi (Fed.Cir. 2007)(Fed.Cir. 2007)

 At the Beginning of a LawsuitAt the Beginning of a Lawsuit
 Increase chance of stayIncrease chance of stay
 Minimize the chance of a PI (forMinimize the chance of a PI (for inter partesinter partes))
 First OA is likely to occur before trialFirst OA is likely to occur before trial

42

STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONSSTRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS

When to File Reexam as a 3d Party (cont’d)?When to File Reexam as a 3d Party (cont’d)?
 Before trialBefore trial
 Requests can be supported by arguments developed inRequests can be supported by arguments developed in

the lawsuitthe lawsuit
 Grant of a reexam may be influential to the trier of factGrant of a reexam may be influential to the trier of fact
 May be influential in postMay be influential in post--trial actions (e.g. arguingtrial actions (e.g. arguing

against a permanent injunction)against a permanent injunction)
 Less concerned about estoppel inLess concerned about estoppel in inter partesinter partes as prior artas prior art

searching completedsearching completed
After the verdictAfter the verdict
 Second bite at the apple for losing defendantSecond bite at the apple for losing defendant
 May reduce ongoing royalty payments, cause lifting ofMay reduce ongoing royalty payments, cause lifting of

injunctioninjunction
 Some have suggested that it may be malpractice ifSome have suggested that it may be malpractice if

counsel for losing defendant fails to seek reexaminationcounsel for losing defendant fails to seek reexamination

When to File Reexam as a 3d Party (cont’d)?When to File Reexam as a 3d Party (cont’d)?
 Before trialBefore trial
 Requests can be supported by arguments developed inRequests can be supported by arguments developed in

the lawsuitthe lawsuit
 Grant of a reexam may be influential to the trier of factGrant of a reexam may be influential to the trier of fact
 May be influential in postMay be influential in post--trial actions (e.g. arguingtrial actions (e.g. arguing

against a permanent injunction)against a permanent injunction)
 Less concerned about estoppel inLess concerned about estoppel in inter partesinter partes as prior artas prior art

searching completedsearching completed
After the verdictAfter the verdict
 Second bite at the apple for losing defendantSecond bite at the apple for losing defendant
 May reduce ongoing royalty payments, cause lifting ofMay reduce ongoing royalty payments, cause lifting of

injunctioninjunction
 Some have suggested that it may be malpractice ifSome have suggested that it may be malpractice if

counsel for losing defendant fails to seek reexaminationcounsel for losing defendant fails to seek reexamination
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SUMMARYSUMMARY

Reexamination tends to be substantially moreReexamination tends to be substantially more
effective when the requester has greatereffective when the requester has greater
participation (participation (i.e.,i.e., inter partesinter partes and to a lesserand to a lesser
extent serial ex parte requests)extent serial ex parte requests)
EstoppelEstoppel effects, timing and interplay witheffects, timing and interplay with
litigation must be carefully consideredlitigation must be carefully considered
Reexamination may moot an infringementReexamination may moot an infringement
verdictverdict
 Race to judgmentRace to judgment
 Even if lose that race, may terminateEven if lose that race, may terminate

injunction or royaltiesinjunction or royalties

Reexamination tends to be substantially moreReexamination tends to be substantially more
effective when the requester has greatereffective when the requester has greater
participation (participation (i.e.,i.e., inter partesinter partes and to a lesserand to a lesser
extent serial ex parte requests)extent serial ex parte requests)
EstoppelEstoppel effects, timing and interplay witheffects, timing and interplay with
litigation must be carefully consideredlitigation must be carefully considered
Reexamination may moot an infringementReexamination may moot an infringement
verdictverdict
 Race to judgmentRace to judgment
 Even if lose that race, may terminateEven if lose that race, may terminate

injunction or royaltiesinjunction or royalties

44

Reissue Applications
Common Uses

Reissue Applications
Common Uses

Most Common Uses:
Correcting substantive change to specification or drawingCorrecting substantive change to specification or drawing

(i.e., wrong equation)(i.e., wrong equation)

Correcting Inventorship, Priority Claim (foreign or domestic)Correcting Inventorship, Priority Claim (foreign or domestic)

Merger Purposes (discussed later)Merger Purposes (discussed later)

Claims: “claimed more orClaims: “claimed more or lessless than entitled.than entitled.
 Can broaden inadvertently surrendered claim scope byCan broaden inadvertently surrendered claim scope by

filingfiling broadening reissuebroadening reissue filedfiled within two yearswithin two years ofof
original patent grant.original patent grant. (no broadening in reexam ever)(no broadening in reexam ever)

See MPEP 1402See MPEP 1402

Most Common Uses:
Correcting substantive change to specification or drawingCorrecting substantive change to specification or drawing

(i.e., wrong equation)(i.e., wrong equation)

Correcting Inventorship, Priority Claim (foreign or domestic)Correcting Inventorship, Priority Claim (foreign or domestic)

Merger Purposes (discussed later)Merger Purposes (discussed later)

Claims: “claimed more orClaims: “claimed more or lessless than entitled.than entitled.
 Can broaden inadvertently surrendered claim scope byCan broaden inadvertently surrendered claim scope by

filingfiling broadening reissuebroadening reissue filedfiled within two yearswithin two years ofof
original patent grant.original patent grant. (no broadening in reexam ever)(no broadening in reexam ever)

See MPEP 1402See MPEP 1402
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Reissue Applications
What They Aren’t

Reissue Applications
What They Aren’t

Deliberate withdrawal of claimed subject matter or amendment inDeliberate withdrawal of claimed subject matter or amendment in
order to obtain allowance of the patentorder to obtain allowance of the patent cannot becannot be a defect asa defect as
Required by statute. (Unrebutted Examiner Statements not enough.Required by statute. (Unrebutted Examiner Statements not enough.
MPEP 1412.02)MPEP 1412.02)

Reissue statute is not a cure for all patent prosecutionReissue statute is not a cure for all patent prosecution
problems, nor a grant ofproblems, nor a grant of a second chancea second chance to prosecuteto prosecute
de novode novo original application.original application.

Deliberate withdrawal of claimed subject matter or amendment inDeliberate withdrawal of claimed subject matter or amendment in
order to obtain allowance of the patentorder to obtain allowance of the patent cannot becannot be a defect asa defect as
Required by statute. (Unrebutted Examiner Statements not enough.Required by statute. (Unrebutted Examiner Statements not enough.
MPEP 1412.02)MPEP 1412.02)

Reissue statute is not a cure for all patent prosecutionReissue statute is not a cure for all patent prosecution
problems, nor a grant ofproblems, nor a grant of a second chancea second chance to prosecuteto prosecute
de novode novo original application.original application.

46

Reissue
Mechanics

Reissue
Mechanics

 Reopens Prosecution for all claims of Reissue Patent (unlikeReopens Prosecution for all claims of Reissue Patent (unlike
reexam)reexam)

 Extensions of time and interviews available.Extensions of time and interviews available.

 Continuations, RCEs available!Continuations, RCEs available! (merger)(merger)
--much like regular prosecution aside frommuch like regular prosecution aside from recapturerecapture andand

intervening rightintervening right issues,  also minor differences inissues,  also minor differences in
submission format.submission format.
--(intervening rights is your problem, examiner doesn’t care)(intervening rights is your problem, examiner doesn’t care)

Expired patent is not eligible for reissue.Expired patent is not eligible for reissue.

 Patent is reissued “for the unexpired part of the term ofPatent is reissued “for the unexpired part of the term of
the original patent.” 35 U.S.C. 251.the original patent.” 35 U.S.C. 251.

 Different than reexamination, where proceeding continuesDifferent than reexamination, where proceeding continues
after expiration, as long as patent is enforceable, butafter expiration, as long as patent is enforceable, but
amendments of claims not permitted.amendments of claims not permitted.

 Reopens Prosecution for all claims of Reissue Patent (unlikeReopens Prosecution for all claims of Reissue Patent (unlike
reexam)reexam)

 Extensions of time and interviews available.Extensions of time and interviews available.

 Continuations, RCEs available!Continuations, RCEs available! (merger)(merger)
--much like regular prosecution aside frommuch like regular prosecution aside from recapturerecapture andand

intervening rightintervening right issues,  also minor differences inissues,  also minor differences in
submission format.submission format.
--(intervening rights is your problem, examiner doesn’t care)(intervening rights is your problem, examiner doesn’t care)

Expired patent is not eligible for reissue.Expired patent is not eligible for reissue.

 Patent is reissued “for the unexpired part of the term ofPatent is reissued “for the unexpired part of the term of
the original patent.” 35 U.S.C. 251.the original patent.” 35 U.S.C. 251.

 Different than reexamination, where proceeding continuesDifferent than reexamination, where proceeding continues
after expiration, as long as patent is enforceable, butafter expiration, as long as patent is enforceable, but
amendments of claims not permitted.amendments of claims not permitted.
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Reissue Applications
Broadening

Reissue Applications
Broadening

Filed Inside Two year windowFiled Inside Two year window

Presents a claim broader thanPresents a claim broader than every otherevery other claim existing in patent.claim existing in patent.

 Captures subject matter not covered by issued claimsCaptures subject matter not covered by issued claims

Reissue application filed within two years for reasons other than
broadening may not be later broadened during prosecution outside
of two years.
Intent to broaden must be established in the reissue application
within two years – In re Graff, 42 USPQ2d 1471.

..

48

Reissue Applications
Narrowing

Reissue Applications
Narrowing

 Cannot add narrower dependent claims withoutCannot add narrower dependent claims without
narrowing independent, improper reissue (donarrowing independent, improper reissue (do--over)over)

 How do you know if you claimed too much, do youHow do you know if you claimed too much, do you
cite art?cite art?

 NoNo Reissue solely to review a patent based on new priorReissue solely to review a patent based on new prior
artart
“clarifying amendment”“clarifying amendment”
Can submit narrowed claims withoutCan submit narrowed claims without

explanationexplanation

*****Reexamination is proper vehicle for such a*****Reexamination is proper vehicle for such a
reviewreview

 Cannot add narrower dependent claims withoutCannot add narrower dependent claims without
narrowing independent, improper reissue (donarrowing independent, improper reissue (do--over)over)

 How do you know if you claimed too much, do youHow do you know if you claimed too much, do you
cite art?cite art?

 NoNo Reissue solely to review a patent based on new priorReissue solely to review a patent based on new prior
artart
“clarifying amendment”“clarifying amendment”
Can submit narrowed claims withoutCan submit narrowed claims without

explanationexplanation

*****Reexamination is proper vehicle for such a*****Reexamination is proper vehicle for such a
reviewreview
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Reissue Applications
Recapture

Reissue Applications
Recapture

How does the PTO police “DoHow does the PTO police “Do--Overs?”Overs?”
Reissue Examiner appliesReissue Examiner applies RECAPTURE RuleRECAPTURE Rule
Prohibits later capture of claim scope surrendered toProhibits later capture of claim scope surrendered to

obtain original patent.obtain original patent.

Disclaimer/Estoppel of original prosecution cannotDisclaimer/Estoppel of original prosecution cannot
be undone.be undone.

Likewise, nonLikewise, non--elected inventions which were notelected inventions which were not
pursued (no pending divisionals) cannot be revivedpursued (no pending divisionals) cannot be revived
by reissue.by reissue.

How does the PTO police “DoHow does the PTO police “Do--Overs?”Overs?”
Reissue Examiner appliesReissue Examiner applies RECAPTURE RuleRECAPTURE Rule
Prohibits later capture of claim scope surrendered toProhibits later capture of claim scope surrendered to

obtain original patent.obtain original patent.

Disclaimer/Estoppel of original prosecution cannotDisclaimer/Estoppel of original prosecution cannot
be undone.be undone.

Likewise, nonLikewise, non--elected inventions which were notelected inventions which were not
pursued (no pending divisionals) cannot be revivedpursued (no pending divisionals) cannot be revived
by reissue.by reissue.

50

Reissue Applications
Differences

Reissue Applications
Differences

Reissue vs. COCReissue vs. COC
 (COC) for typos, not defects (narrowing or(COC) for typos, not defects (narrowing or

broadening)broadening)

Reissue vs. ReexamReissue vs. Reexam
 No Broadening EVER in ReexaminationNo Broadening EVER in Reexamination
 Reissue is PO initiated OnlyReissue is PO initiated Only
 Reissue has RCE and continuationsReissue has RCE and continuations
 Reissue has extensions as matter of rightReissue has extensions as matter of right
 Reissue includes interviewsReissue includes interviews

Reissue vs. COCReissue vs. COC
 (COC) for typos, not defects (narrowing or(COC) for typos, not defects (narrowing or

broadening)broadening)

Reissue vs. ReexamReissue vs. Reexam
 No Broadening EVER in ReexaminationNo Broadening EVER in Reexamination
 Reissue is PO initiated OnlyReissue is PO initiated Only
 Reissue has RCE and continuationsReissue has RCE and continuations
 Reissue has extensions as matter of rightReissue has extensions as matter of right
 Reissue includes interviewsReissue includes interviews
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Reissue Applications
Strategic Uses

Reissue Applications
Strategic Uses

ProsPros
 Broadening reissue is a chance to:Broadening reissue is a chance to:

 Secure broader claim scopeSecure broader claim scope
(file within two years (includes anniversary date)(file within two years (includes anniversary date)

 Only way to correct 112 and 101 issues (no reexam)Only way to correct 112 and 101 issues (no reexam)
 Merger, avoid extension of time issues in reexam, secure RCEMerger, avoid extension of time issues in reexam, secure RCE

and continuation rightsand continuation rights

ConsCons
 Be Mindful of Protest right anytime before allowance (37 CFRBe Mindful of Protest right anytime before allowance (37 CFR

1.292)1.292)
 Although not a reexam, opens up patent to complete secondAlthough not a reexam, opens up patent to complete second

review (review (KSRKSR,, BilskiBilski?)?)
 Intervening rightsIntervening rights

ProsPros
 Broadening reissue is a chance to:Broadening reissue is a chance to:

 Secure broader claim scopeSecure broader claim scope
(file within two years (includes anniversary date)(file within two years (includes anniversary date)

 Only way to correct 112 and 101 issues (no reexam)Only way to correct 112 and 101 issues (no reexam)
 Merger, avoid extension of time issues in reexam, secure RCEMerger, avoid extension of time issues in reexam, secure RCE

and continuation rightsand continuation rights

ConsCons
 Be Mindful of Protest right anytime before allowance (37 CFRBe Mindful of Protest right anytime before allowance (37 CFR

1.292)1.292)
 Although not a reexam, opens up patent to complete secondAlthough not a reexam, opens up patent to complete second

review (review (KSRKSR,, BilskiBilski?)?)
 Intervening rightsIntervening rights
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Thank YouThank You

If you have questions or comments sendIf you have questions or comments send
them to:them to:

Stephen G. KuninStephen G. Kunin
skunin@oblon.comskunin@oblon.com
703703--413413--30003000

If you have questions or comments sendIf you have questions or comments send
them to:them to:

Stephen G. KuninStephen G. Kunin
skunin@oblon.comskunin@oblon.com
703703--413413--30003000
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